"To honor the past, we used a gable-ended pitched roof design for this city hall," said architect John Weidt. "For the days ahead, a contemporary entry/wing was defined using a crisp, clean curtain wall design."

And fenestration? They used the Andersen CADD-I software program to explore options. "Andersen® windows were the logical choice," said architect Jon Thorstenson. "Their wood interiors were historically correct and you don't have to maintain their vinyl exteriors."

Andersen® wood. Perma-Shield® vinyl. Andersen software. Solutions for architects who have to be in two times at one place.

For the name of your Andersen representative, call 1-800-426-7691. Or write Andersen Commercial Group,® Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.
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CAPTURE TWO DIFFERENT ERAS.

1. Wood trim
2. Metal studs/blanket insulation
3. Gypsum board
4. Wood blocking
5. Andersen® Flexiframe® unit
6. Andersen® extension jambs
7. Sealant/joint backing
8. Sheathing
9. 5" PSTD steel column
10. Steel plate welded to metal studs
11. Metal panel
12. Insulation typical
13. Steel plate W/P T welded to column
14. Steel plate W/slot/ted holes welded to T
15. Through bolt
16. Metal panel/metal stud wall
OUR LIGHTS
USE LESS
ENERGY
THAN SOME
STUDENTS.

With all the critical demands on your budget, the last place you should be wasting money is your light bill.

At Hubbell we have a complete line of lighting that will reduce your maintenance costs and save energy throughout the school. From the lounge to the cafeteria. From sports facility lighting to classroom fixtures. Our Superwatt® Luminaires are a prime example, cutting one high school’s gym fixtures by 50% while doubling brightness. (Wattage was reduced by two-thirds.)

And our Freedom Series LED Exit Signs take low maintenance to new extremes. They’re suitable for damp locations and vibration resistant with a life expectancy that will take you through the Class of 2070 without a single light bulb replacement. For more information about our full line of school lighting, call (703) 382-6111. Or write to Hubbell Lighting, 2000 Electric Way, Christiansburg, VA 24073. What we have to say is sure to make you sit up and take notice.
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**WHAT’S A P/A PLANS?**

**Supplement to P/A Progressive Architecture**

**Just what is Plans?** This is the first issue of what will be biannual supplements to P/A's regular issues, examining specific plan types of buildings for which there is a demand in the professional marketplace. A primary goal of Plans is to be a useful information source in this restricted economic climate. It is intended as a generator of ideas among various client groups – for example, public policy-makers, managing boards, and administrators – to stimulate their imagination, opening the way for a constructive dialogue with architects.

*Plans* is obviously also directed to our regular audience, the architectural professional. Here are some current idea and direction opportunities from which designers may wish to draw cues; examples shown are neither all-encompassing nor solutions that can be applied by rote for any given program or client.

The initial issue is dedicated to the subject of schools; it is limited to those serving grades kindergarten through twelve, a scope that is manageable in a single issue. All architects for whom schools have been a valued source of work saw in the late 1970s and the 1980s an unprecedented drop in the demand for educational facilities. But demographics and educational philosophies have a way of changing everything. The number of school projects under way is on the rise once more, so schools are again a viable building type for architects.

As is obvious from some of the comments accompanying this issue, school planning is far from a static or formulaic process. Manifestations of increasing computer usage in education, new program enrichments, ecological considerations, and the extended use of physical plants have just begun to appear in some of the schools in this issue. As these factors have increasing influence on school facilities planning – and they will – school designs will continue to evolve.

We sincerely thank everyone who submitted work to us for consideration, and we regret that the necessary selection process and available space leaves us unable to use some very fine material. As a means of making certain cogent comparisons, *Plans* editor Clay Miller has grouped the plans by type, according to circulation patterns and disposition of elements.

Our next *Plans* investigation will take up the subject of small-scale medical facilities, and we will welcome submissions from our audience. Material should be sent to P/A Plans, P.O. Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904. We trust that you, the reader, will find significant value in these supplemental editions. Your comments, and submissions, are welcome at P/A.

*James A. Murphy, FAIA*  Editorial Director, P/A Plans
Limit Your Risk

Product Functional requirements, long-lasting reliability and a manufacturer's reputation in product selection and service all add up to one thing — Limiting Your Risk on your project.

Now Weyerhaeuser has taken another step forward in leadership by focusing on the increasing demand for plastic laminate institutional doors.

- A dedicated new production line — delivering unsurpassed quality, increased capacity and reduced lead times.
- Stiles and Rails bonded to the core — which are sanded before faces are applied thereby limiting telegraphing.
- Wide range of color selection and patterns from the world's leading manufacturers — creating unlimited design possibilities.
- Exact detailing — assuring a product that is prepared for hanging and machined for hardware installation unique to school construction.
- Fire ratings up to 90-minute, both UL and WHI labeling — allowing consistency on all your door requirements throughout the project by a single source supplier.
- Available through our distributors — offering reliable local service combined with other total-opening related products.

A single source supplier can limit your risk. Weyerhaeuser has the quality, service, product selection and reputation to assure you long-lasting reliability you can count on.

Weyerhaeuser Architectural Doors
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For some manufacturers, supplying custom faucets in small quantities is a tall order. But not for us.

Go ahead. Select a faucet. Then specify a spout, handles, an outlet or adapter. For quantity, just pick a number—any number. From a thousand units to a single faucet.

At Chicago Faucet, we do it your way. And we do it right. With solid cast brass. With quick-change cartridges designed to close with the pressure—not against it. And by using corrosion-resistant Monel for cartridge parts exposed to water.

At Chicago Faucet, custom orders are nothing special... And small quantities are no big deal. So consider your options. Then give us a call. Chicago Faucet... the quality answer since 1913.
In spite of rapid developments in electronic media, the need for greater energy efficiency, and changes in school use (daycare, community-sharing), the design of schools in recent years has been marked by a conservative retrenchment. Unusual forms have been discarded for conventional classroom buildings in an effort to return to fundamentals, as largely defined against the schools of the 1960s and 1970s—now considered by many administrators and architects to be the time when school building went awry. Although contemporary schools are often designed in opposition to the earlier projects, the experiments of that period—new classrooms, teaching methods, curricula, and building technologies—continue to have an impact on current school design. The tension between the risks of innovation (embodied in the shortcomings of 1960s schools) and the constraints of traditional planning provides an illuminating critical framework for new school design.

School buildings in the 1960s and early 1970s not only proliferated, because of the tremendous demand, but were also of a high standard. Resources provided by groups like the Educational Facilities Laboratory (EFL)—a national research fund sponsored by the Ford Foundation—focused critical attention on school design. As a result, new organizational methods found their spatial and technological counterparts, producing unprecedented teaching environments. However, teaching and design ambitions were not always rewarded with success.

Popular architectural history has it that designs of the 1960s were as naive as the “failed” student movements of the same period. Developed about the concept of “team teaching,” the open classroom offered space to be divided and subdivided as need demanded. In an article on schools entitled “Reality Killed Design,” in the New York Times of August, 1991, the author maintains the “open classroom sounded like a good idea, [but] faced with the realities of maintaining classroom discipline and reducing distractions... the open classrooms failed, [and] officials of the Board of Education returned to traditional classroom design.” Crucial to this criticism is the conclusion: traditional classrooms will resurrect design from its prideful death.

The question is whether, after having known the open classroom, we can return to the traditional classroom. What has been hailed as a return to traditional strategies in school design often reveals just plain caution. As evident as the fabled traditional classroom in recent school building designs is the (often disguised) impact of open planning. The open classroom not only survives in various forms (especially in the cluster plan type, p. 33), but many designs experiment with flexibility in other parts of the school, such as the areas between classrooms, for teaching and playing. Wary of the mistakes of the recent past, contemporary designers attempt to reconcile the security of traditional designs with the challenge to provide for change, and to inspire. In these designs, experiments of the past persist. Clay Miller
When an electrical fire damaged St. Paul's Middle School in Brooklandville, Maryland, school officials decided it was time for a total renovation.

The school, originally a carriage house built in the 1700's, had expanded over the years with the addition of classrooms, a chapel, and more. Now a well-known landmark, a primary consideration was to maintain the building's original character.

For the roof, PAC-CLAD Metal Roofing Panels were selected by the architectural firm of Grieves & Associates. Not only did the panel's Arcadia Green match the existing color, the integral standing seam profile duplicated the original appearance and provided the owner with a UL 90 assembly.

PAC-CLAD panels are available in 23 standard colors. The Kynar 500® finish is covered by a non-prorated 20 year warranty. For technical information and assistance, please contact Petersen Aluminum Corporation at 1-800-PAC-CLAD.

Project: St. Paul's Lower School Building
Brooklandville, MD
Architect: Grieves & Associates
General Contractor: Henry H. Lewis Contractors Inc.
Roofing Contractor: Pick Brothers
Custom Color: Arcadia Green
Profile: Integral Standing Seam
Certain school plans have imprinted themselves upon our collective memory, and these archetypes form the raw material for communities, educators, and architects planning schools today. The first schoolhouses generally shared a common, although haphazard plan type: a single rectangular room, with windows and a door along three sides of the building, and benches, chairs, and desks hugging the periphery. The teacher’s desk sat on a small platform either at the center of the room or along the fourth wall, upon which hung a blackboard. The wood-burning stove took the alternate position to that of the teacher.

In the mid-19th Century, reformers such as Henry Barnard and Horace Mann rallied for more hygienic and efficient standardized plans: individual desks, arranged in rows two feet apart, now filled the room, with separate entrances for boys and girls at the rear. Windows also occupied the upper two-thirds of one wall, directing shadowless light over the left shoulder of the pupils and onto their schoolwork (1).

Urban grade schools multiplied and combined this plan. Each classroom operated as if an isolated school. Little attention was paid to administrative or collective functions beyond the provision of a basement playroom. In high schools, laboratories stood side-by-side with classrooms. While their regularly spaced windows suggested repetitive cellular units inside, the complex functions of 19th-Century urban schools distorted the logic of the plan (2).

By the turn of the 20th Century, the schoolhouse had grown so disorganized that reformers renewed their calls for improvement. Accepting the classroom layout as a given, architects tried to create a coherent architectural whole, with bilateral symmetry and over-scaled entrances, and with common facilities providing monumental volumes to anchor the building (3). This plan type lasted through the 1930s and the many schools funded by the PWA, whose exteriors were often cloaked in historically symbolic styles: Colonial Revival, Mission Revival, Classical Revival.

A group of architects in the 1930s, however, protested this attention to image over plan. In January 1935, Richard Neutra called for the redesign of “the basic unit of education – the individual classroom.” In a Neutra school, the classroom became an “activity room,” expanding to accommodate simultaneous projects. Student desks were detached from the floor, allowing flexible seating arrangements, and the teacher’s desk came down from its platform. Windows reached the floor, and single-story rooms opened to exterior classroom spaces. The most acclaimed school of this progressive mode is the 1940 Crow Island School, by Eliel and Eero Saarinen, J. Robert F. Swanson, and Perkins, Wheeler & Will (4). With its series of single rooms, each with open floor space and direct access to the outside, Crow Island returned to the little red schoolhouse of America’s collective memory.

Amy Weisser

The author is a Ph.D. candidate in Art History at Yale University.
A FRESH PERSPECTIVE ON MODULAR STRUCTURES.

Arthur Building Systems gives you the fastest, easiest and most attractive way available to add space on a tight timetable and budget.

Our modular structures feature solid, carpeted floors, air-conditioned rooms and large windows with complete ADA compliance. Plus, you can add custom amenities such as special cabinetry, play facilities, enclosed walkways and glass walls.

And we handle everything from the building permit, to the landscaping and interior finish, including plumbing and electrical fixtures. We'll even provide attractive lease or financing plans.

Let us show you the quality modular solutions we've delivered for school systems across the Northeast. Call toll-free today: 1-800-692-1234.
The corridor type remains one of the most straightforward arrangements of the classroom building. This type – fundamentally the linear assembly of traditional classrooms along a hallway – has several advantages: clarity of organization, ease of natural lighting for the classrooms, and control of access to facilities. The simplicity of the corridor organization makes the school easily legible and controllable. The challenges presented by the type have to do with differentiating program elements, providing for a variety of spatial experiences, and accommodating change over the life of the building.

Among the projects presented here, the corridor is used in many different ways to organize the program. In some, the corridor draws distinctions among activity zones within the building. For instance, in City View Elementary, the corridor separates academic from non-academic functions. In the Wareham High School, one side of the corridor serves more permeable elements, while the other side houses service functions. More often, the corridor, lined with classrooms, is used as an element in itself: connecting larger program elements or, as with the Pleasant Lake Elementary, fanning out from the building's hub. The gymnasium/assembly hall, grouped with the other non-regular spaces, commonly secures one end of the linear corridor scheme, such as in the Whiteley and College Park schools. In contrast, Sunderland and Cresthill elementaries anchor both ends of the school with public spaces, ensuring full and active use of the corridor's length.

Variations on the simple corridor are many; the passages change over their lengths to combat relentlessness. In Cresthill Elementary, the corridor contracts and expands, corresponding with outdoor courtyards and signaling classroom entries. Similarly, the animated Rochester Elementary corridor broadens to form teaching areas. Staggered to signal services and secondary entries, the College Park corridor combines with skylights to add variety to an otherwise basic diagram. Triangular commons punctuate the corridor of the Clara Byrd-Baker School, and in the Wareham High School, the corridor is broken to create an ample entry lobby between building masses. (Marking moments in the program by modulating the corridor is not restricted to the corridor type. Many of these strategies will surface again in other school types shown later.)

Often double-loaded corridors curve or bend to construct figures in plan. In the Oakridge and Forestdale Schools, the corridor forms an L about the entry. Classrooms of the Stow-Munroe School are arranged along its curved spine, and the Blue Haze School uses two double-loaded volumes, connected by a bending corridor, to construct its careful symmetry.
Architect: Anderson Mason Dale, Denver, CO.
Design Team: Ron Mason, Principal in Charge; Kathy Spurck, Project Manager; Richard Carsten, Project Designer; Ben Wilking, Project Architect.
Capacity: 1000 students, grades 6 through 8
Area: 124,800 square feet
Cost/Square Foot: $75
Completion: August 1991
Client: Douglas County School District, Re.1

The Cresthill Middle School in Highlands Ranch, Colorado, consists of two perpendicular corridors. The east/west corridor connects the performance arts rooms, cafeteria/auditorium, and gymnasium. The longer, north/south corridor serves two stories of classrooms, running from the cafeteria/auditorium on one end, to the media center/library on the other. One enters facing the administrative offices, next to the trapezoidal counseling offices, where the corridors meet in a double-height entry hall. Varied educational areas are located along the major corridor between primary program elements, ensuring full use of the corridor's length. A continuous band of core classrooms, which one reaches through a zone of services and vertical circulation undulates to the west; intermittent "exploratory classrooms" attach to the east. The resulting "entry houses" along the project's eastern length provide a wealth of natural light as well as a physical and visual connection between indoor circulation and the courtyards outside.
The planning strategies of the Whiteley School in many ways resemble those of the City View Elementary, also illustrated in this issue. Conventional classrooms, each measuring some 900 square feet, line each side of a corridor and establish a datum which is modified or broken in order to accommodate larger portions of the program or to respond to certain site conditions. At the middle of the building, the administration and the resource center project beyond the line established by the classrooms, announcing the entrance. At the front of the building, a curved brick screen wall truncates the art and music rooms and cuts a corner out of the assembly room's stage. While the City View Elementary's curved wall shapes the main assembly space and serves as an integral component of the plan, here, the curved screen wall abruptly cuts the floor plan in a gesture toward a larger urban planning idea; the arc follows an access drive which is roughly concentric with the cul-de-sac opposite the school's entrance.
Located in Hampton Township, this is the North Hills campus of Pennsylvania's oldest independent girl's school, the Winchester-Thurston School in Pittsburgh. The site is a hilly, semi-rural plot that formerly held a farm and stable. The master plan calls for a group of structures gathered around a large farm pond at the center of the site. The corridor in this case defines the northern side of each building so that the rooms may look down to the pond at the south. An utterly simple premise, five rooms lining a hallway, is modified by angles and shifts that defer to site conditions, accommodate views, direct movement, and differentiate between separate areas of program. At these points of adjustment in the plan, the means of construction reveals itself: for example, above the lobby, the ceiling is cut away to exhibit the wood trusses. Along the south side, pergolas embellish the twists in the building. Elaboration of this sort transforms the image of a simple farmhouse, with shingled gables and clapboard siding, into something that will spark the imagination of its inhabitants.
College Park Elementary in Indianapolis is a long, low building surrounded by berms that reduce potential tornado damage. Each grade of the school is housed within its own module, and movable partitions allow for a great degree of flexibility in operation. Two to six classrooms, varying in size from 600 to 1,800 square feet, can accommodate changing teacher/student ratios. Since each grade is self-contained, the central corridor serves as a common passage to the group facilities. The corridor shifts slightly between each module, in order to vary the experience. The light falling through the corridors exposed joists, brightly colored columns, and varied floor patterns and glass partitions make this a lively space. At the western end of the circulation is the physical education area, with the cafeteria and music and art rooms on either side. The remaining service areas, administrative offices and a media center, form modules similar to the classroom blocks along the corridor.
Wareham High School stands between a cranberry bog and a tidal estuary on the Massachusetts coast. The building appears as two separate buildings which turn away from one another. An outdoor courtyard and a double-height lobby occupy the crevice between the two wings. The gymnasium, the library, and a large theater surround this pivotal space in order to be equally accessible to all points. From the lobby, a corridor bisects each wing, leading to a stair and a covered entrance. On the second level, skylights punctuate the corridor at the entries to the classrooms. Classrooms line up to face the water’s edge, and consequently the façade is quite regular, an almost uninterrupted surface. In a common strategy with corridor schemes, the classrooms are neatly ordered on one side, while the non-academic spaces are grouped adhoc on the other side. Volumes less in need of a view, such as the theater and the gym, occupy the side opposite the direction of interest, and the more frequented spaces, in need of natural light, take the preferred orientation.
City View Elementary stands, as its name suggests, on a highly visible site on top of a hill in Worcester, Massachusetts. The building serves both as a magnet school for the city and as a community resource facility for the local neighborhood, and it is organized to accommodate this dual function. The rudimentary plan diagram is a classic double-loaded corridor, with stairs at either end, but the specific strategy is unique to this site and program. The line of circulation divides the academic from the non-academic segments of the program, separating those spaces that are strictly for school use and those that are available to the community. On the west side, classrooms are stacked to form a four-story structure which looks down the slope to the city beyond. This façade is monumental, with large flattened bay windows and a tower-like library. On the east side, where the land levels off, the building appears one story high, a size befitting the residential scale of the neighborhood.
Elementary School #8 was commissioned to replace the Rochester School Board's oldest facility. The architects' objectives were to accommodate 800 students and a flexible program on a relatively small lot without losing the intimacy of a small school. In addition, the facilities must remain accessible to the surrounding community. These aims are met by varying the plan between levels and by employing the corridor as a means of tying together an informal configuration of spaces. The public-access spaces, such as the auditorium and adult-education facilities, are confined to the ground level. A large lobby at the center feeds into a wide corridor linking the gymnasium at one end with the cafeteria at the other. On the second and third levels, groups of classrooms, organized according to the different grades, are conceived as "neighborhoods" with the corridor acting as an avenue between them. At the center of each of these groups is an open common space which serves as an "alternate learning area" and looks out onto the playgrounds and gardens behind the school.
Sunderland Elementary replaces an outmoded facility in rural Massachusetts. One of the chief aims was to reflect the historical architecture of this area. In homage to the once agrarian community, the library resembles a “tobacco barn silo,” the cylindrical corner turret containing a storytelling room. The kindergarten classrooms are individually gabled as “houses” to mimic the residential scale of neighboring structures. The cafeteria’s large windows and cupola give it the look of a traditional carousel house. The corridor plan scheme also contributes to this representational agenda. The dual hallways merging at a circular tower are meant to emulate Sunderland’s two main roads, which intersect at a bell tower. Two large volumes balance the two ends of the corridor. In this case, the gym is at one end, while at the other end a group of classrooms drifts from the spine. The library, kindergarten area, and the cafeteria, modelling the building to appear as a collection of separate structures, form a kind of educational village.
Located in a semirural district of Albemarle County, Virginia, Meriwether Lewis Elementary is comparable in strategy to the previous "L" schemes. One enters from either side of the corner into the midst of the shared and service spaces: administration, library, dining, and gymnasium/assembly. This area describes the median angle between the two perpendicular classroom wings, which spread out from the center. The south corridor turns again on a line parallel with the hub section, and the northwest corridor shifts slightly at the midpoint along its length, giving the overall impression of a serpentine figure winding through the site, created by the angle between two major roads. The form of the individual classroom distinguishes this project from others described here. Trapezoidal projections give each classroom an unorthodox profile, even though their disposition is fairly conventional. The units are double-loaded on the modulated corridor, two service areas occurring midway down the extended halls.
The Oakridge and Forestdale Schools are two identical facilities commissioned to alleviate overcrowding in the school system of Sandwich, Massachusetts, on Cape Cod. In each project, an "L"-shaped plan divides grades K-6 and 7-8 into separate wings, with shared functions located at and around the intersection. Here is the double-loaded corridor in its most straightforward and least varied state. At the meeting between the perpendicular wings, the hallway briefly swells into a two-story space overlooking the library/information center. Most of the formal variety occurs at the perimeter of the plan, where gabled rooms extend like dormers to reduce the overall scale of the roof line. At the entrance, the reception area and teacher's lounge form a rotated tower topped by a high-pitched pyramidal roof and an iron weathervane. Cupolas, as well as the tower, serve the heating and ventilating systems. The figure of the plan and the variegation of its edge vaguely recall traditional collegiate architecture of New England.
Designed for Stow, Ohio, the Stow-Munroe Falls High School recalls some of the corner corridors seen previously. Rather than two intersecting hallways, however, the corridor here is one long, continuous arc spanning between two wings. On the lower level, the northern face of this school is buried in the earth. This allows the service functions to be heated and cooled more efficiently, while downplaying the imposing scale of the building. The programmatic division is clear. The small classrooms follow the corridor on the inside of the curve. The remaining program areas, with the exception of the library and the cafeteria, orthogonally line the earth-bound side, expanding and contracting in size as needed. Above, one enters between the gymnasium and the auditorium to the midpoint of the curve, where the cafeteria looks out through a break in the classrooms. To either side of the cafeteria, the corridor serves as a balcony to the public areas below. In this way, the corridor provides both the primary means of circulation and the dramatic focus of the irregular, interior commons.
Byrd-Baker Elementary in James City County, Virginia, consists of three building groups connected by a corridor. A semicircular volume provides for the entry and non-academic program elements, while classrooms are organized into two triangular clusters. Kindergarten and first grade classes line the northeast side of the corridor. The upper grades form triangular blocks facing to the south and west. In each of the academic clusters, classrooms group around a central stair contained within a triangular common that serves as a foyer opposite the student entrance. At the corridor’s northwest end, administrative offices and lower-level classrooms open into the lobby and double-height dining area. This area of the building acts as a spacious, informally arranged common, where several programmatic requirements come together. Here the art room, music room, and gymnasium circle the library, which looks through a curved, glazed wall to the public entrance court. At the center is a skylit assembly space with a small, amphitheater-like platform of seating.
Pleasant Lake Elementary sits on a wooded, 18-acre site in a growing Michigan community. One enters underneath a clock tower, between the administration areas. Facing the entry, the trapezoidal media center forms the center of the plan. The gymnasium and multipurpose rooms, located behind the media center, are organized symmetrically about the stage platform. Storage, services, and mechanical rooms accumulate at the edges of the octagonal figure, creating triangular corridors around the central functions. Radiating axially from this hub are two arms of classrooms. Equipped with a networked video monitor, each classroom is capable of receiving information via VCR, cable TV, or computer.
The Blue Haze Elementary in White Settlement, Texas, consists of three buildings connected by a curving corridor. To the north, one is composed of classrooms in the middle and the gymnasium and library at either end. To the south, turned 45 degrees, is a bar of classrooms the same size. At the bisecting angle, a central bar contains the cafeteria/assembly hall. Special classrooms open to tree-lined courts on either side of the entry, providing for art, music, and computers. The allocation of the program succeeds in adapting the symmetrical arrangement to the site. The north bar breaks the overall symmetry of the school, balancing between the formal entry and the bus drop-off. With the placement of the gymnasium and library, the design locates logical secondary entries, enlivening the corridor and easing public access. Kindergarten through third grade classes are removed to the southern wing, while the fourth and fifth grade classes occupy the more public zone between the library and the gymnasium.
Poised on the edge of a steep ravine, the expansion of the Trinity School combines simple plan-making strategies with uncommon fancy. A new entry loggia and lobby give the existing facilities an upbeat aura. A single corridor connects the existing school with the new building. The second building consists of the gymnasium and theater below and open learning centers above, forming the edge of the gorge. A masonry cylinder marks the corridor's end, into which one descends to access the gymnasium and theater. Above, the roof of the gymnasium/theater serves as an outdoor terrace. From this level, children cross over the gorge on a pedestrian bridge to a playground. The addition lures the existing school over the edge, as the conventional configuration of the plan belies the scheme's bold sectional arrangement. Concentric stairs transform what seems to be an ordinary entry hall. The primary corridor steps down to a dramatic stair within a turret, where odd shaped windows playfully puncture the battlement-like walls.
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IMAGINATIVE
PLAY STRUCTURES FOR
EVERY CHILD IMAGINABLE.

At Children's Playgrounds Inc., we have developed a line of accessible structures with one goal in mind—to allow every child who wants to play, the opportunity to do so.

The success of our accessible play structures is outstanding, as they bring together both able bodied and disabled children naturally to play, to interact and to discover new things about one another. Every accessible structure includes shallow ramps for easy wheelchair access, interesting platforms and play stations for the enjoyment of all children as well as traditional climbing ropes, swings and slides for active play.

Every child has an imagination that needs to be challenged and stimulated. And every child does well to learn from and interact with children not like him. That's what makes Children's Playgrounds the choice when it comes to accessible structures. For a full color catalog describing the full range of Children's Playgrounds structures, please call our toll free number below.

Children's Playgrounds Inc.
55 Whitney Street
Holliston, MA 01746
508-429-3870
800-333-2205

In the Toronto Area:
Children's Playgrounds Inc.
7802 Kennedy Road
Unionville, ONT L3R 227
416-475-7648
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When you see the ACCU-R EPS Program label, you can be assured that this EPS roofing insulation has been certified by the manufacturer to comply with ASTM-C-578 specifications. The ACCU-R EPS Program label, along with the ASTM specifications, proudly bears the name of that manufacturer and the stamp of the independent third party testing laboratory that closely monitors adherence to ASTM specifications. This independent third party also sees to it that stringent quality control levels are maintained.

Molded EPS has been a tried and true roofing insulation material since the 1950's. Independent tests of early installations have shown that, when properly installed, the original R-value remains constant. The ACCU-R EPS Program is striving to improve on this already proven performance by creating a nationwide network of participating manufacturers.

For more information or the name of the nearest manufacturer participating in the ACCU-R EPS Program, call toll-free 1-800-951-2001.

Consistent R-value and zero thermal drift. The accurate facts about Molded EPS.

Circle No. 354

The ACCU-R EPS Program is sponsored by the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc.
When the wall moves, look for us behind it.

Modernfold will do it right, not just get the job done. Whether accordion, operable, or portable panel, every Modernfold installation reaffirms why we've been the leader in movable wall systems for over 50 years. No one offers more options to divide space and control sound throughout your educational facility—classroom, office or gymnasium. And no one offers you a more experienced distribution and service network. Today, our leadership position is even stronger, driven by a total commitment that comes with every Modernfold product, and stands behind everything we do.

Modernfold®

Quality Commitment

Modernfold is committed to delivering products and services which meet the requirements of our customers.

As members of the Modernfold team, each of us pledges to provide our product or service error free, on time, every time.

Modernfold, Inc. 1711 I Avenue
New Castle, Indiana 47362
In the cluster type the classrooms are arranged in groups, or clusters, around a common area. This approach frequently incorporates open classrooms, where operable partitions allow the teachers to change the size and arrangement of teaching areas. As a result, the cluster school is one of the more flexible forms of classroom design.

The creation of common spaces allied with classroom clusters gives the school a more intimate spatial quality and each student, a greater sense of identity; each student affiliates with a group of classrooms, workrooms and/or common area. The Holland Middle School groups conventional classrooms around enclosed work spaces; whereas the irregular classrooms of some schools assemble around open work spaces. In the Fort Stevens and Oak Ridge schools, conventional classrooms surround large group areas, each supplied with its own services and entries. A double-height, circular computer area forms the center of each of the Chapman Hills Elementary clusters, with the common area serving as a dramatic space and shared resource.

While these schools can be economical to build because much of the program can be provided for within large spans, the density of the classroom arrangement can result in confusion. Therefore, circulation is a difficult formal problem for this type. In most of the schemes presented here, the clusters form repeating modules, with hallways secondary to the geometry of the blocks. Worthington Park Elementary and the Bluffsview and Slate Hill Schools use a triangulated, three-classroom module. Rising Star Elementary is built with six-sided half-octagons. As with the double corridor type, the absence of natural light can be disorienting, so in most of the projects below, skylights have been used to introduce light into the middles of the buildings.

The open classroom was developed in the 1960s around the concept of team teaching, a method in which teachers organize activities and student groups of various sizes without a rigid structure. Many of the projects presented here carry residues of this planning approach. In Deerwood Elementary, two levels of classrooms open to the central library. In Rising Star and Fort Stevens schools, one can double the classroom size by collapsing dividers. Several partitions in the Bluffsview and Slate Hill clusters are removable, allowing teaching areas to vary from one to six classrooms in size.

If the open classroom changed the possibilities of the school room to include flexibility, fluidity, and freedom, it also introduced a series of risks: disorganization, disorientation, and noise. Today, educators and designers disagree over the effectiveness of the open classroom; yet as these projects show, interest in these flexible teaching environments still lingers.
Fort Stevens Elementary, located in rural Washington State, is a one-story brick structure with low-pitched roofs and deep eaves. While the planning resembles other projects discussed in this issue, the elevations reflect the influences of regional style. In this case, the plan strategy resembles the Oak Ridge School, in that the classrooms are separated into three wings which are each centered on a shared activity space. Here, however, rather than attaching to a linear corridor, the three blocks are connected by hallways that cross next to the library. Clusters of classrooms form a figure around the library, and one enters between this group and the gymnasium/assembly area; however, the offset hallways deemphasize the center of this project, producing instead a series of centers of equal importance that open onto the classrooms. Rather than establishing a core of services, the location of bathrooms and entries at the ends of the halls reinforces the radial disposition of the clusters.
RISING STAR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Design Team: William P. Midgley, Principal and Designer; Frank B. Sotolar, Project manager; John Hansen and Doug Blessman, Design Technicians.
Capacity: 750 students, kindergarten through grade 6
Area: 80,000 square feet
Cost/Square Foot: $65
Completion: September 1990
Client: Shawnee Mission Public Schools, Dr. Raj K. Chopra, Superintendent

Rising Star Elementary displays great facility with classroom cluster plan-making. The library and administrative offices form the center of the school, around which three eight-classroom pods are evenly arranged. One enters between two special service wings into a circular entry plaza. The circular plaza leads directly to the administrative core, which leads in turn to the classroom clusters. These clusters have operable partitions to allow flexible use of the area. The strong axial plan permits the incorporation of special program functions (at 45 degrees to the core) without the formal disintegration common in cluster schemes. This strategy gives the school a surprising amount of coherence without simple, linear hallways. The network of corridors provides both legibility and variety in the spaces between clusters. It also gives the clusters equal proximity to both the library/computer core and play areas. The underfloor duct system, giving central computer access to all instruction areas, is here made a spatial theme.
OAK RIDGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Architect: Breslin Ridyard Fadero Architects, Allentown, PA.
Design Team: Robert J. Breslin, Partner in Charge; Michael Ackerman, Joseph Biondo, Project Designers; William J. Stank, Project Manager; Bruno Bianchini, Specifications Writer.
Capacity: 675 students, kindergarten through grade 5
Area: 67,000 square feet
Cost/Square Foot: $110.50
Completion: August 1990
Client: Souderton Area School District

Comparable in strategy to the Blue Haze Elementary, Oak Ridge Elementary consists of three classroom wings off a main corridor. Here, however, the wings are parallel to one another and are organized more regularly. The circulation in these wings widens to form a clerestoried commons area in the center of a block of classrooms. Each of these classroom blocks is a self-contained school, with its own utilities and assembly space. This illustrates one advantage of the cluster scheme, eliminating an absolute reliance on the corridor as a continuous space of reference. Large program gathering spaces form a group at the northwestern end of the corridor, divided in two between the cafeteria and the theater/auditorium. All of the non-academic areas line this east side of the corridor. The most figurative of these spaces is the library, a cupola-topped octagonal pavilion embedded in the face of the building. The main hallway is a tall, gabled colonnade with punched clerestory windows and, over each of the three classroom entrances, a cupola to bring in more light.
FLOOR PLAN

1. LOBBY
2. ADMINISTRATION
3. LIBRARY
4. KINDERGARTEN
5. CLASSROOM
6. MULTIPURPOSE ROOM
7. STAGE
8. MUSIC
9. ART
10. CAFETERIA
11. KITCHEN

CORRIDOR

VIEW FROM WEST
The organization of this middle school on Lake Michigan has classroom clusters designed to accommodate the techniques of interdisciplinary team teaching. The Holland School is organized around a “student street” that diagonally connects three large blocks of different activities. In the academic block, a thirty-foot square structure module serves a larger programmatic module defined by a series of classrooms enclosing a core of teachers’ offices and seminar rooms. The location of the computer facility at the hub of the classroom block attests to “the important role of technology in the curriculum,” a role supported by an audio-visual media system available in every instructional area. In the northeast corner of the block, a corridor lined with the library and various support functions leads to the glazed entry lobbies and cafeteria at the heart of the building. Flanking two sides of the cafeteria are two additional instructional blocks containing, respectively, physical education and unified arts facilities.
This school in Eagan, Minnesota houses the district's program for emotionally and behaviorally disturbed children. The plan of the classroom building consists of four areas: special education, administration, and open classrooms surrounding a double-height library. The main corridor runs perpendicular to the line of entry, connects the classroom building with the athletic building, and separates special education classrooms – closed classrooms on the entry side – from the administrative offices. Behind these offices, the focus of the classroom building is the central library. Two levels of classrooms open to this space: classrooms and library combining to form a large balconied hall. One enters from the upper level, descending via flanking stairs to the library floor in front of two-story windows, opposite the administrative offices. Exposed wood trusses support the wood ceiling. Projecting from the administrative wall, the attendance office presides over the interior. The unusual openness of the classroom arrangement makes the library an active and dramatic center of activity.
Two identical facilities for a rapidly growing community in Ohio, the Worthington Park and Granby Schools in many ways are comparable to the two preceding schemes. The assembly spaces anchor one end of the plan, next to the public entrance, and the classrooms proceed to the other end. A row of administrative and resource functions, including utilities, offices, the library and a small enclosed garden, forms the core of the building, culminating in the brick box of the gymnasium to the north. A corridor rings this central band and gives access to the classrooms, which are organized into triangular "pods" of three rooms each. These modules are flexible in size in order to facilitate both varying enrollment and the practice of team teaching, which the school district favors. This use of modular organization reveals an attitude toward the school as an organic spatial system, an approach to plan-making which might conflict with the architects' stated contextual aims; the elevations are designed to "provide exterior harmony with the community's colonial setting."
The Bluffsview and Slate Hill Schools are two identical projects commissioned for the public school system in Worthington, Ohio. In these two projects, the architects continue themes explored earlier in the Worthington Park and Granby Schools for the same client. A tripartite, flexible classroom module identical to that used for the earlier projects defines the kernel of the current plan. The academic and non-academic spaces occupy two separate wings, with the entrance at their intersection. The classroom block consists of a strict geometric and programmatic order. The octagonal footprint of the plan is divided into four sectors by hallways which serve the cluster modules. At the intersection of the corridors, the hub of the building, a skylit node surrounds a core of "special instruction areas" and restrooms. The clarity of the academic wing disintegrates in the administrative wing, the octagonal geometry of the former decomposing in the latter, with formal left-overs in the shape of 45-degree angles.
The Chapman Hills School borrows forms from the agricultural industry (once the backbone of the area's economy) to construct its teaching spaces. Four barn-like volumes, each containing an embedded cylinder, adjoin the central shed. A two-room Kindergarten takes the form of an outbuilding to the south. To the north are outdoor teaching and lunch areas. The double-height library occupies the middle of the plan, with the administration on one end and the stage on the other. To either side are attached classroom clusters, each consisting of four classrooms around a circular computer area. The scheme is distinct from many of those seen previously in that there are no corridors as such; aisles of the large space serve as the means of circulation. Opening directly to the library, the computer areas - tall cylinders which celebrate the computer's crucial role - serve as technical common spaces for the clusters. Giving form to technological accessories continues within each classroom, each containing a "multimedia wall."
Our Broad Product Line Is Old News.

And we're proud of it. Because we've been making high-quality, innovative building products from recycled newsprint since 1909. Long before recycling was in fashion. Homasote environmentally safe fiberboard products include wall-paneling, structural roof and floor decking, carpet underlay, sound control board, nail base roof insulation—even custom-designed packaging. Products are available in a variety of different sizes and thicknesses, and many offer a Class A fire rating. Our Sweet's Brochure and Recycled Products Guide tell the whole story. For your FREE copies, call us at 1-800-257-9491, Ext. 26. And see for yourself that, with Homasote, old news is good news.
ZERO SoundTrap systems can help you reduce sound control problems to zero.

The new SoundTrap systems from ZERO are designed to achieve up to a 53 Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating. Tested per ASTM E 90 standards, the results represent the actual sound transmission value of the opening, with the door operable. A rating of 53 STC means that loud sounds emitted from one side of the door will be heard only faintly or not at all on the other side. By comparison, 12" of reinforced concrete has a 56 STC rating. The SoundTrap system provides the highest STC rating and quality components available for door openings.

ZERO will help you close the door on most sound, air, smoke, fire and EMI shielding problems. Write or call for product information, engineering assistance and our illustrated to scale 32-page catalog.
We've Been in Schools over 100 Years

...and You're invited to share our Education

Our company has seen the educational environment advance from the one-room school house to today's multi-curricular complexes.

In earlier days, the only space planning variable was the number of pupils. Today's educational specifications are increasingly diverse...frequently including laboratories for fields of study that didn't exist fifty years ago.

Many of the skills acquired in such laboratories - computer programming, for example - have become part of Belden's brick making process. Such skills have reinforced our tradition for quality within the industry's widest selection of colors, sizes, and textures - plus innumerable special shapes.

We've helped build schools.*
And schools have helped build us.

*For the names of schools in your area built with Belden Brick, please write or call.

THE BELDEN BRICK COMPANY
P.O. Box 20910 Canton, OH 44701-0910
Telephone 216/456-0031
They look alike and drive alike. Camouflage by their sameness, they vanish in parking lots, lost among mirror images of one another. Cars may well be on their way toward becoming interchangeable. But if they ever get there, they'll do so without the help of the Saab 900, the car no cookie cutter could ever create.

The 900 is what becomes of a car when form follows function instead of fashion. Take its odd-looking profile. That vaguely hunchbacked shape houses one of the world's most protective steel safety cages. One reason why, based upon actual highway accident reports, the Saab 900 has repeatedly been ranked among the safest cars in its class.

That eccentric profile also houses the largest carrying capacity in its class. Fold down the rear seat, and there's 53 cu. ft. of cargo space, rivaling some station wagons. But nowhere is the difference between conventional cars and a 900 more apparent than out on the road.

That spirited fuel-injected engine, standard equipment includes a driver's-side air bag, anti-lock brakes, air-conditioning, power windows, central locking—even electrically heated front seats.

The result is a complete car instead of a compromise, combining rather than choosing between the virtues of safety, utility, performance and value—all in a package that's been described as, well, idiosyncratic.

But then cars, like people, are made infinitely more interesting by their idiosyncrasies. And that's a point your nearest Saab dealer will be happy to prove through a test drive of the 900.
The double corridor plan type provides economy and flexibility with an emphasis on interior space. Made up of continuous, enclosed areas, this type can be built quickly and can accommodate a variety of organizations. Typically, two parallel corridors give access to two program zones. The major zone consists of classrooms, library, and administration. The gymnasium, cafeteria, assembly, kitchen, lockers, and kindergarten make up the minor zone.

In many double corridor types the arrangement of the classrooms is suggested by the linear corridors. For example, in the Narrows View Elementary, classrooms line the perimeter; parallel corridors create a central band of the entry, administration, and media center. In other double corridor schools, classroom arrangement is independent of the corridors. In Blair Middle School and South Washington County Elementary, for instance, corridors connect classroom clusters. Double corridor design seems one of the preferred methods for organizing such cluster projects, lending formal discipline to the open classroom approach. Whether classroom arrangement is linear or clustered, the consistent overall symmetry of these double corridor projects combats disorientation within the large interiors.

A double corridor school's unified space reduces the amount of exposed perimeter, making this a good type for harsh climates. None of the projects shown here incorporates exterior spaces such as lunch shelters, play sheds or story areas, seen in courtyard type schools. These designs also stand removed from the landscape. This interiority is not limited to the program. Formidable in size, double corridor plans prove difficult to integrate aesthetically into the suburban built environment. The depth of these buildings makes small scale fenestration and traditional detailing hard to achieve.

A problem posed by this strategy is how to introduce natural light to the middle of the volumes. The designs here propose a variety of solutions to this problem. Many schools, such as South Washington Elementary, introduce skylights central to the classrooms' common areas. As in a shopping mall, Hendrick Middle School creates a two-story top-lighted common. Narrows View Intermediate School uses skylights and dormer windows to light the central section. Light monitors run the full length of the corridors in Sun Valley Elementary, where three parallel monitors collect light for the entry and the resource center.
Penn High School in Indiana expands an existing building to become almost half a million square feet in size. The program is divided between an academic sector and a physical education and performing arts wing. These two-story ends adjoin the cafeteria in the middle. Facilities include two gymnasiuums, an olympic-sized pool, two theaters, a scene shop, a dance studio, a day-care center, and a bookstore. The academic spaces cloister around a central media center. The library supports a "computer voice-data video interface" which can access, via satellite, other resources around the country, including the Library of Congress. Every classroom connects to this telecommunications system and carries an arsenal of audio-visual appliances. The school combines state-of-the-art technology with a strikingly medieval cloister scheme, evident on the second level, where the octagonal media center stands free as a kind of chapel at the center of the court.
New Mexico’s New Futures School serves an innovative role as an alternative program for pregnant teenagers, teenage mothers, and their children. The goal of the school is to encourage and assist these adolescent parents in the completion of their secondary education and to cater to their particular physical, social, and emotional needs. In addition to the requirements of a typical school, New Futures provides a healthcare clinic, a daycare center, and extensive counseling services. These spaces, along with administration and classrooms, form three clusters. Each area of concentration contains its own internal circulation apart from the main hallway. On the north side of the corridor, the cafeteria acts as a large lobby in front of the attendance office. The offices surround a small, skylighted common area that is the hub of the administration and faculty. On the opposite side of the corridor, an ancillary hallway serves the nursery, daycare center, and health clinic. The southwest end of the main corridor becomes one leg of the academic cluster’s circulation.
The Grace Abbott Elementary, a prototype for the Millard Public Schools in Omaha, Nebraska, combines cluster classrooms with double corridor organization for a compact and economical school design. The overall diagram, with classrooms and circulation abutting two sides of the administration and resource center, resembles the planning strategies of Cherry Tree elementary and Hendrick Middle School (illustrated elsewhere in the issue); however, in this project, the classrooms are in the form of large open clusters, or "learning pods." The western entry, opposite the kindergarten rooms, separates the main building from the gymnasium/assembly area. The spare brick volumes are arranged with an upset symmetry. The perimeter walls form heavy, disjointed corners, allowing light in the openings between. The resource center retreats under a deep overhang. In contrast with the structure's massive outlines, demountable partitions define teaching areas within.
Like the earlier Grace Abbott School by Zenon-Beringer, The Blair Middle School uses classroom clusters. Two identical clusters surround a central library and administration block. Double corridors, divided by rows of lockers, encircle the interior volumes. As with many of the cluster-plan types, one enters between the classroom building group and the group formed by the gymnasium and the assembly building. The entry is a commons area defined by large recessed glass openings on its east and west ends. Designed with few conventional windows, the massive blocks contain large light monitors, allowing skylit interior areas for art, speech, and computer instruction. The planning throughout emphasizes the solidity of the program blocks, with circulation and lighting provided in the spaces between them. The singular enclosure, with few projections or embellishments, makes this an exercise in economy.
This project for three prototype schools in South Washington County employs the well-proven strategy of surrounding administrative and special facilities with more conventional classrooms. Two corridors spanning the length of the building flank a central band formed by the library, arts labs, and administration. The entrance on either side leads to an open reception area adjacent to the administration. In one direction lie the gymnasium and the cafeteria, and in the other, the academic spaces. Next to the library are the two classroom wings, each consisting of a large common space surrounded by up to twelve rooms divided by demountable partitions. The flexibility of spatial sizes in these areas promotes both individual class instruction and team teaching. The architects characterize the building's features in urban planning terms: they refer to the two main corridors as "Parkways," and to the transverse entry hall as a "Concourse." Such labels suggest an expansive conception of the school as a kind of cultural microcosm, a city unto itself.
Narrows View Intermediate School replaces a forty-year old elementary school on a nine-acre site in Washington State. The narrow site requires a fairly dense arrangement of the program. A double corridor scheme facilitates such a compact plan, but it immediately presents the problem of how to get light to the innermost spaces. The architects’ skillful solution combines an innovative use of traditional forms. At the front end of the site, administrative offices and the gymnasium surround a central commons area, lighted from above. Along the perimeter of classrooms, large cross-mullioned windows cut into the cedar siding to provide the outer rooms with ample light. A low-pitched roof rises from this edge to a band of clerestory windows serving the gabled core of the building, which includes alternative teaching areas and a resource center. Dormers bring additional light to the center spaces as well as to the corridors themselves via internal skylights placed over each of the classroom doorways.
Cherry Tree Elementary in Carmel, Indiana, picks up many of the themes and strategies of the preceding projects. The larger, shared facilities, such as the gymnasium and cafeteria/auditorium, lie at the front of the building in order to facilitate public use. These spaces combine with the kindergarten wing to enclose a tree-lined entry court. Two glazed corridors look onto this court and continue inside as the building’s chief organizational feature. Just inside the entrance, a block of administrative offices surrounds an open reception area. Beyond this area, a media and resource center forms the core of the school. The library is spacious, a double-height room with exposed wood trusses. A colonnade on the perimeter and a band of clerestory windows accentuate its open, airy character. Typically, the academic classrooms circle the library to define the outer edge of the building. These are organized into clusters which the architects refer to as “suites”: four rooms gathered around a common area attached to the main corridor.
H. WAYNE HENDRICK
MIDDLE SCHOOL

Hendrick Middle School is set on the rolling prairie in Plano, Texas. As with many schools of this size, a modular strategy is used: a square unit of approximately 360 square feet may be divided into as many as four separate classrooms. Removable partition walls accommodate the school's emphasis on this type of laboratory teaching, following recent state-wide curriculum changes. The classroom modules collect around a two-story atrium, a skylit auditorium, and a dining hall with stairwells at each corner. This open heart of the building provides both natural light and ventilation for the school's innermost spaces. The dense cluster arrangement virtually eliminates enclosed corridors. Those spaces that must be completely enclosed, such as the gym and music rehearsal rooms, fall outside the central area, in a wing which projects beyond the core of the building. The primary entrance is placed at this end, where the administration and larger shared facilities lie.
The Sun Valley School is like many double-corridor schemes presented in this issue; however, continuous light monitors and natural wood finishes distinguish the corridors in this project from the others. The symmetrical arrangement places the administration between the gymnasium and dining hall, to either side of the entry. Two corridors of classrooms extend behind, the library, commons areas and special classrooms between them. Beyond, the corridors define a narrow exterior courtyard. Each corridor is topped by a continuous north light monitor. Parallel to these, a group of three monitors light the center of the school, running from the entry lobby to the rear courtyard. The even light, reflected off the warm finishes of the wood clad monitors, makes the halls and central areas bright and comfortable. Selection and treatment of other materials add to this atmosphere. Concrete block walls are carefully detailed, and exposed ductwork passes neatly through the halls. Emphasis on interior lighting and surfaces, rather than exterior polish, gives the school a casual, if humble, air.
Here's a New Pitch On Flat Roof Problems

School officials and building owners who dread patch jobs on flat roof leaks have found a way to solve the problem. They've converted to a pitched roof made with Southern Pine roof trusses.

The expense of adding trusses and roof decking for a new pitched roof is less costly long-term than replacing a flat roof and repatching it frequently. The pitched roof also provides greater strength for snow loads, reduces heating and cooling costs, and greatly improves the appearance of the building.

Send for our new brochure, "Roof Alterations and Renovations," and get the pitch on permanent solutions to flat roof problems.

Southern Pine Marketing Council
Southern Forest Products Association
Southeastern Lumber Manufacturers Association
P.O. Box 14330 Kenner, LA 70064
504/469-4864 FAX: 504/469-6612
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Lights Off. Savings On.

With Leviton's New Decora® Passive Infrared Occupancy Sensor.

With Leviton's self-activating occupancy sensor wallswitch, it doesn't matter if "the last person out" forgets the lights. The switch automatically turns lights OFF, as well as ON, easily, dependably and economically. This newest addition to the popular Decora line may be installed in offices, conference rooms, restrooms, or just about anywhere. And the Decora high-style design always complements any interior theme.

In today's commercial buildings, lighting represents from 40 to 50% of energy consumption, yet substantial building space is unoccupied 60% of the day. When lights are left on in unoccupied space, energy and profits are drained. Leviton sensors solve that problem and in many instances pay for themselves in energy savings in less than a year.

Leviton sensors provide a 180° field-of-view coverage. Unique features include a manual override and a variable ambient light adjustment that can keep lights off when sufficient illumination is available. Add to this, a variable time-delay to control and adjust light duration when a room is empty, and you have the most remarkable high-style lighting controls available.

From occupancy sensors to dimmers to Decora Electronic Controls, Leviton offers the broadest line of designer lighting controls anywhere.


In Canada, Leviton Manufacturing of Canada, Ltd., 165 Hymus Boulevard, Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 1G2, (514) 954-1840.

Our unique infrared occupancy sensor provides outstanding 180° coverage—the diagram shows the horizontal field-of-view as seen from above.
With the growing utilization of the computer in the classroom, Nova offers institutions the ability to truly integrate technology into the teaching process.

Nova's patented design provides optimal desktop space and protects expensive equipment. Wires are kept out of sight through a built-in wire management system.

Classroom curriculum can flow uninterrupted because of the desk's unobstructed view. Nova's design provides teachers with the flexibility to teach multiple subjects, with or without the use of a computer. And, teacher/student interaction is greatly improved through enhanced eye contact.

For additional information on the angle in technology integration contact Nova today.

Nova Office Furniture, Inc.
421 W. Industrial Avenue
Effingham, IL 62401
Phone: (217) 342-7070  Fax: (217) 342-7006
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So what does a hospital nursery have in common with a high school classroom? FireLite — the wireless fire-rated glazing choice.

Across the country, more and more architects are specifying FireLite in medical and educational facilities. Places like Children's Presbyterian Healthcare Center in Plano, Texas. And Laughlin High School in Laughlin, Nevada. Why? No other glazing material gives so many options for fire-rated locations:

- Three grades of clarity
- The maximum ratings with U.L. and Warnock Hersey* —
  3 hours in sizes to 100 sq. in.
  60 minutes in sizes to 2,721 sq. in.
  45 minutes in sizes to 3,325 sq. in.
- Short lead times
- Factory direct prices
- Fits standard fire-rated frames
- Available in sizes up to 36"x96"

Whether your next project is designed for newborns or the graduating class of '92, make the choice this year that will make the difference in years to come.

FireLite. For smart and healthy buildings.

*Some sizes may exceed local building codes. Consult the appropriate authorities for applicable standards in your area.
Use brick. See your ideas take shape as you conceived them. From Wren to Wright, brick has always been the foremost building material chosen by architects to express their creativity.

Today is no exception. Harold Buttrick chose brick to adorn one of the few boarding schools in New York City, the new St. Thomas Choir School. The red brick façade echoes the great traditions of Georgian and Regency architecture in England. Yet the building has a simplicity that is modern, recalling designs by Frank Lloyd Wright. Brick enhanced Buttrick’s desire to create a building that combined stylistic universality with great beauty. And the result is stunning.

Not surprisingly, brick is the most versatile building material available to the modern architect. Its low cost, flexibility and durability make brick a logical choice for any public building.

From a school house in a rural setting to an educational haven in a big city landscape, brick can help construct something more than a school. Brick will help you create an educational environment that can inspire.

Why build your reputation with anything less?
WE'RE WORKING TO MAKE THIS A LOST ART.

New! School-engineered toilet compartments, one more way Bobrick protects washrooms from vandalism.

Compare Bobrick's impact and water-resistant, solid phenolic DuraLine Series with any conventional compartment. Metal is out of the question; they rust, dent and scratch. Polyethylene is soft, easy to gouge and many solvents have a tough time removing surface graffiti. Plus, polyethylene without fire retardant additives is a fire hazard. It far exceeds the maximum allowable smoke contribution standard of the National Fire Protection Association Life Safety Code. This, according to a recent ASTM E-84 test by an independent lab (results available on request).

Bobrick compartments incorporate new heavy duty hardware, and smooth, scratch and graffiti-resistant surfaces that wipe clean. And, DuraLine is available in a great selection of colors, and provides a 10-year limited warranty.

Bobrick has served the needs of school and university washrooms since 1906. From vitreous enamel cast iron warm air dryers to heavy-gauge stainless steel dispensers and receptacles, Bobrick quality and durability help avoid costly maintenance and replacement expense for years.

For vandal-resistance, there is no equal. Ask your Bobrick school washroom consultant for a product comparison. Call 800/553-1600 or 818/503-1630 in CA.

Or, write Bobrick, 11611 Hart Street, North Hollywood, CA 91605.

All hardware is heavy-gauge, type 304 satin finish stainless steel. 1. Full length hinge with 12-point attachment. 2. Full height channel secures panel to stile. Full height angle brackets attach panel to wall. 3. Latch slides on nylon track for ADA compliance. 4. Keeper attaches to stile, concealed or through-bolted. 5. Stops prevent door from being "kicked out." © 1992 Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc.
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The return in recent decades to more conventional school building design brought with it renewed interest in more traditional plan types. Foremost among these is the courtyard type, for reasons that are clear. Not only does the courtyard hold an illustrious place in the tradition of academic building; it also provides a central space, a controlled play area, and a variety of color and light for adjacent corridors and classrooms.

This type is particularly popular in the Southwest where students and faculty can circulate outdoors throughout the school year. Many of the projects presented here have little or no internal circulation, using instead covered walks or uncovered courts. Unhampered by problems of heating costs and exposure, these designs often display a casual, roomy character. For example, Trabuco Mesa Elementary School is a loose collection of buildings around two courtyards. Bay Farm Island Elementary consists of several independent buildings – each with its own service core – around a central court. Portable classrooms, featured in the Jamul Middle School, emphasize the planning freedom that mild weather allows.

However, courtyards are not restricted to friendly climates. The Tisko and Murphy additions make courtyards between new and existing buildings in New Haven. The three-story classrooms of Primary/Intermediate 217 in New York City also assemble around a courtyard opening toward the East River. (See the urban block type.)

A number of projects form irregularly-shaped courtyards. Often contrasting geometries distinguish between different areas of the program. For instance, in the Jamul Middle School, academic courts are oriented to the cardinal points; the non-academic courts are oriented to the city grid. In the Anna Marie Jacobson Elementary School, the lower grade court is in line with the city block; the upper school court shifts toward the playing fields.

Defined by buildings that surround it, the courtyard is characterized by the way it is entered. In the Tisko and Murphy Schools, one enters either by passing through a formal lobby, or by proceeding down the new wing to the focal terrace. Similarly, the Prototype School uses gatehouses, formalizing the entry to the courtyard. (See the urban block type.) In the Anna Marie Jacobson Elementary, one simply filters through a series of buildings under covered walks. In Century High School, one enters the courtyard from parking lots above by means of a spiraling concrete stair/ramp. In these schools, the varying methods of access reveal that the courtyard can be a traditional enclosed common, an informal yard, or an unorthodox space.
California's George Washington Carver Elementary is similar to other examples in this issue of double corridor and courtyard plan schemes. Compare this project, for instance, to JPJ's Hendrick Middle School and Fanning/Howey's Cherry Tree Elementary. In a common and effective approach, the larger, shared facilities occupy the center of the plan, the smaller classrooms forming the perimeter. While in the other schools, the classrooms surround an interior assembly space, at Carver they circle an exterior courtyard. It is as if the core of this building type has been hollowed out, so the corridor opens directly to the outside. The media center extends into the yard in a gesture reminiscent of the cloister scheme of Penn High School, also illustrated in this issue: the library becomes the literal and figurative center of the school. The back of the media center leads to a stage which serves the main assembly space, the multi-purpose room. One confronts this space first upon entering the school.
These identical projects expand two twin existing schools by enclosing large courtyards between the old and new construction. In each project, the cafeteria and the library stand at the front forming an entry court between them. These gabled structures combine with a colonnaded walkway to form the façade. Inside these spaces, laminated wood scissor trusses, masonry walls, and arched mullioned windows create a traditional and intimate environment. From the entrance pavilion, one looks across the courtyard to the multipurpose room. In both projects, the new wing of classrooms echoes planning strategies of the existing schools. Classrooms open onto a double-loaded corridor, and transverse zones of utilities divide one room from the next. At the midpoint of the new hallway in the additions, a large stairwell provides access to an outdoor terrace and brings light into the corridor. Bay windows in the new classrooms contrast with continuous glazing in the old classrooms.
In the Jacobson Elementary School, the Orcutt/ Winslow Partnership uses landscape design to organize a casual assembly of buildings. A band of special services forms the entry side to the north, through which one passes to the classroom rings, loosely arranged around two courtyards: the lower grade courtyard, focusing on the story area, and the upper grade courtyard, constructed around a large amphitheater and proscenium platform. In place of hallways, covered walks surround the open courts. These walks double as sun shades, protecting the school buildings from the desert sun. The east, south, and west elevations are windowless, with each classroom opening only to the courtyard side. The campus promotes the outdoor amphitheater and story areas as the centers of attention, at the expense of, or perhaps in an effort to de-emphasize, the indoor assembly areas.
RTA/Blurock’s Dr. Martin Luther King Elementary forms a courtyard with three volumes. Two blocks house classrooms and administrative offices, respectively, and the third holds the multiple-use facilities. A covered walk rings the courtyard, interrupted by the irregular angle of the multipurpose room. This volume and the piano curve of the patio to the east sculpt the edge of the courtyard; openings in the arcaded perimeter allow views. At a larger scale, the angle of the south wing provides plenty of room for parking and defers to the shape of surrounding streets by allowing the front of the school to be seen from the approach on either Graham Lane or Cubbon Street. Pitched roofs and small-scale fenestration suggest a similar consideration for context by helping the school blend in with its nearby residential neighbors. At the back of the building, a post-and-beam structure serves as a “lunch shelter” overlooking play areas on the northern edge of the site.
Trabuco Mesa Elementary School

Architect: Neptune Thomas Davis, Pasadena, California.
Design Team: William H. Davis, AIA, Principal-in-Charge; Albert E. Duhaime, AIA, Designer.
Capacity: 720 students, grades K-6
Size: 39,468 square feet
Cost/Square Foot: [total cost 6,220,000.00]
Completion: September 1989
Client: Saddleback Valley Unified School District,
Dr. Peter A. Hartman, Superintendent.

This elementary school in Mission Viejo, California, like many of the schools in these gentle climates, is composed of a series of courtyards. Connected by arcades, the buildings have no interior circulation. Inside, classrooms are organized into groups of four, opening onto a central workspace. The overall arrangement places these groups at the perimeter, with courtyards in the middle region along a covered walk. Three courts open from this primary arcade. The entry court, constructed by the administration, kindergarten, and multipurpose rooms, focuses on a small tower. At the other end of the site, five classroom buildings arrange around another court. Near the site’s center, the library and computer areas describe a third courtyard. The library and computer areas form the heart of the scheme, bridging between the two major courtyards. Adjacent to the multipurpose area, the lunch court sits opposite the library, further emphasizing this bridge. In this way, the design casually structures the program around two centers.
In this school for the Jamul-Dulzura Union School District, RTA/Blurock assembles a series of courts to form a small campus. The school consists of two loosely configured areas, which pivot about the central library. The lower area is a plaza defined by the gymnasium to the north, and a block formed by the administrative offices, lunch shelter, and locker rooms to the south. The upper area consists of three inward facing "U" shaped courts that alternate on either side of a central exterior passage. The lower plaza provides a public focus for the school, while the upper courts serve the more intimate demands of the classes. Because the climate is mild, the architects have opportunities to employ uncommon strategies in the lower plaza to reduce the buildings' masses. The gymnasium/assembly hall, stands free of the locker rooms, permitting the hall to open on three sides. The outdoor lunch shelter opens to the plaza, making it an active public place.
The Bay Farm Island School is located in a quiet community on the water in California. A collection of individual buildings with shingled, pitched roofs of various shapes and sizes, the campus responds well to the community's concern that the school blend in with the surrounding neighborhood of single-family residences. The program is divided among a series of houses, linked by an outdoor walkway, forming a courtyard. Three of the six buildings are classrooms clustered around their own smaller courtyards, each one partially enclosed by a wooden trellis. These exterior spaces act as the only means of circulation, opening at the front onto the larger green and at the back onto an adjacent play area. Inside, the corridor as such disappears, as each space leads directly to the next. The three non-academic buildings stand at the front of the complex, available to the community. One of these, the Multipurpose Building, is essentially a large, one-room structure where town meetings, performances, and assemblies take place.
In the Century High School, the use of rooftop parking halves the necessary acreage of the school, contributing to its overall economy of design. Two groups of buildings – which correspond to two parking levels above – construct a triangular courtyard. An unusual stair/ramp connects these parking areas with the courtyard below, and serves as the courtyard’s gathering place. To the north, a large block containing classrooms, shops, and cafeteria, is notched at the entrance to the library. Athletic facilities attach to the east, adjacent to the athletic fields. A block comprising more classrooms steps from the northeast to the southwest, its serrated edge punctuated by overhanging concrete shades. Two smaller buildings, the administration and assembly halls, define the southwest corner. While internal corridors supply access to classrooms in the blocks, most circulation takes place out of doors. Here the courtyard is drawn in a distinctly non-traditional manner. Deep overhangs suggest perimeter walks, and continuous glazing emphasizes coffered planes of concrete.
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Artwork For The Floor
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INCLUDE PARSEC IN YOUR DESIGN
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Parsec has worked with architects and engineers in North Carolina to achieve initial construction cost savings and on-going savings on utility costs.

For example, the engineer had estimated 240 tons of air conditioning for a 117,000 square foot school. By use of the DOE2.1D software and inclusion of Parsec's technology, he reduced 50 tons of A/C as a compromise to Parsec's suggested 100-ton reduction.

The architect declared that the school was "one of the most energy efficient schools in the State of North Carolina." Up-front budget money was saved, as well as monthly utility savings for the school district.
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Don't get kicked out of school for being late.

Late for school? It’s time you learned about EFCO Express.™ Where you can get the widest selection of high-performance windows available in just 15 working days. Projected, casement, top-hinged in-swing, horizontal sliding, double hung and single hung. Plus sliding glass doors. For the best windows in the class, call EFCO Express. 1-800-221-4169. EFCO Corporation; P.O. Box 609; Monett, MO 65708-0609.
Often the design of a school in the city demands a degree of density that is not comparable with other school building types. The urban block faces all of the difficulties discussed above with few of the planning options; therefore, while many of the aforementioned strategies may be employed, the urban block remains apart from the other types.

Many of the urban schemes concentrate on the creation of exterior spaces. The courtyard, discussed above, is a pedigreed urban form, and from the beginning of the modern school, a recurring plan type. These urban courts, unlike their suburban counterparts, are usually not planted thoroughly if at all, for reasons which are telling. The courts are much smaller, and they are used more intensely.

Without the luxury of expansive grounds, many urban schools seem to extract space from the block. Built to replace a building damaged in an earthquake, the Jean Parker School creates a courtyard between its neighbors. The addition to the Berkeley Carroll School effectively sculpts a tight urban pocket to form an entry court. In the Clinton School, the building turns inward while creating a pedestrian passage, deflecting circulation within the block toward the position of the school.

Within their tight envelopes, urban designs attempt to give the schools spatial identity and variety. The struggle against the restrictions of an urban site is demonstrated most clearly by Stuyvesant High School. Building-like forms are pressed into the block, giving shape to the school. As these smaller buildings are expressed in section, their tops provide exterior courtyards reached from the upper floors. The Berkeley Carroll School creates loft-like classrooms on the top floor, reminiscent of turn-of-the-century urban studios. Coupled classrooms, with services between, develop an intimate scale in the Clinton School; in contrast, a large-scale three-story common area faces the entry court. Public School No. 5 groups classroom entries in fours, suggesting an urban cluster.

As these projects show, much of the interest to be found in an urban scheme is developed in section. This is especially true with the multi-story St. Thomas Choir School. On each floor a central space is developed around the vertical circulation. Beginning below with the gymnasium and assembly halls, the tower is capped by the school’s double-height chapel.
This small school on a tight urban site in San Francisco was designed to replace a school which was damaged in the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. The school is a modest arrangement of program blocks: the multipurpose hall to the east, the classrooms to the north and the library/administration to the west. Separated by the stairwells, these parts are organized around a south-facing courtyard. The organization emphasizes diagonal relationships, adding spatial variety to the rectilinear plan-making. The perimeter walk is parallel to the interior walk, yet one enters the first directly from the street in the southwest corner, while the second is entered directly from the garage in the northeast corner. Similarly, the entry is diagonally disposed to the elevator tower. Even the pergola which defines the street edge mounts upward from the entry gate to the multipurpose room. This quiet composition is complemented by delicate projecting windows on the entry and north façades, and strengthened by the deep relief of the open-air corridors.
This pilot school on Roosevelt Island creates an energetic urban courtyard with four primary elements: the classroom building, the corridor, the commons building, and the arts pavilion. Each of the components is developed with great clarity, and this attention given to the individual elements excites their interaction. The corridor performs many different functions to both distinguish and unify the school's parts. On Main Street, the corridor punctures the regular facade, announcing the entry. Access to the classroom corridors and arts pavilion is provided in the corridor’s penultimate bay, setting off its double height ends. At its center, the corridor opens to provide a stair to the gymnasium below, and attaches itself to the commons building, forming the auditorium entry above. Toward the corridor’s end, the commons building infringes on its width. Competing geometries signal the entry to the arts complex, while they in turn cooperate to form the library and dining hall entry alcoves. As if to emphasize its independence, the corridor overhangs the building’s western end.
The prototype school was commissioned to institute a new system developed by the New York City school board and a special mayoral task force. The system separates the programmed spaces into five different building blocks that can be grouped in a variety of configurations to meet individual site requirements. In this case, the site is a fairly tight urban lot bound by two streets and a commuter railroad. The school is divided into three buildings, each of which faces onto one of the site's three edges. These buildings, connected by a continuous corridor, correspond to three different schools: two elementary schools of 550 students each and a 100 student, city-wide special education facility for severely handicapped children. The three share administrative offices, cafeteria, kitchen, library, and gymnasium. As with the Gruzen Samton Steinglass prototype, also discussed in this issue, the school's individual classrooms have an internal logic governed by specifics of function, while the overall floor plan derives from external dictates and opportunities of the particular site.
Public School No. 5

Design Team: Peter Samton, FAIA, Partner In Charge; George Luaces, AIA, Associate Partner/Project Architect; Yuh-Hwa Hung, Mani Muttreja, John Pease, Moses Ros, Martin Rotondo, John Soraci, Gariella Teodor, Deirdre Weeks.
Capacity: 900 students, pre-school through grade 5
Area: 93,000 square feet
Cost/Square Foot: not available
Completion: January 1993
Client: New York City School Construction Authority

Public School #5 on the northern end of Manhattan is one of the firm’s several public school projects based on a prototype they developed for the New York City school system. The prototype consists of a flexible system of components, or “kit of parts,” which may be adapted to the particulars of various sites and programs. The core of the plan is a repeatable module of four classrooms clustered around an “activity node,” a swell in the corridor. This module itself breaks down into the “building block” of the school, the design of the individual classroom. Each classroom is a compact unit fulfilling a variety of functions. The features of the prototypical school reflect the architects’ attitude that after much experimentation, design in general and particularly that of primary schools is “returning to basics.” Such fundamentals include independent classrooms around a central corridor, high ceilings and low window sills, conveniently placed stairs, and conventional patterns of circulation.

First Floor Plan

Model from South
The Berkeley Carroll School fits into a tight urban site in a historic district of Brooklyn. The four-story structure is designed to connect three existing buildings and to complement their neo-Jacobean style. Fox & Fowle take advantage of the space between the buildings to create a new paved entry courtyard separated from the sidewalk by an iron gate, which continues the street elevation of the existing buildings. Behind the court, a three-story bay window and gabled parapet present a new entrance façade for the school. A foyer with engaged piers leads to the main lobby, which, at the center of the site, allows equal access to all of the school's buildings. To the east lies a second lobby and a fire stair. The administrative offices cluster together behind this area, at the northeast corner of the building. The floor plan exemplifies the economy of plan-making dictated by confined urban sites. The elevator and utilities open onto the lobby, which overlooks the courtyard outside. A double-loaded corridor bisects the plan and connects the vertical circulation at either end.
Stuyvesant High School in lower Manhattan resembles a series of discrete buildings. The architects develop this strategy within, as circulation takes place in gaps between converging geometries. The east entrance, for example, lies within a five-story, columniated cylinder embedded between the administration and gymnasium. The north entrance is next to an arcade at the bottom of a four-story palazzo facade with a gabled parapet. Inside, this volume all but disappears, continuing only in the form of lines in the pavement. Here, one must navigate around the curved back wall of the auditorium. The south entrance is a concave hollow in the building which leads to a trapezoidal vestibule and the colonnade of the main corridor, where various geometries collide. On the fifth floor, the lunch room takes the form of an amorphous figure with shifted columns, a tilted pyramidal skylight, and a contoured glass wall that looks onto an outdoor courtyard. On the upper floors, a bar of classrooms rises several stories above the rest of the building.
In this small private boarding school in mid-town Manhattan, the architects strove to attain the intimacy of a walk-up primary school within the scale of a high-rise. A tower of dormitory rooms with a gabled chapel at the top is set back from a six-story pedestal containing most of the school functions. The extent of the program and the constraints of the site make for an extremely dense plan. On each of the fourteen floors, the rooms circle a central main space. This space, typically a stair hall or elevator lobby, provides both horizontal and vertical circulation and acts as the plan's point of reference. The basement houses a large gymnasium and performance space with an overlooking mezzanine. The ground level holds administrative offices, rehearsal rooms and a skylit recreation area. Classrooms and offices occupy the back halves of the second, third and fourth stories, while the dining room and library share a large, triple-story window wall on the building's front face.
The Clinton School incorporates an elementary school for 250 students, a middle school for 150, and a high school for 200, on a site near Crotona Park in the Morrisania district of the Bronx. As part of the New Schools for New York Program, sponsored by the Architectural League and the Public Education Association, the project is conceived as a model educational environment: a small school that forms an integral part of its community. The Hudson Studio bases its response to this program on the concept of a "classroom suite." Within each of the building's three schools, a series of spaces creates a personal, house-like environment that will help socialize students and foster interaction with the faculty. The common space replaces the corridor as a kind of lobby and assembly room for each floor. Adjacent to this area is an enclosed common area for seminars and group study. Each classroom contains a teacher's office, private bathrooms, and computer stations.
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Add the touch of elegance to your project with the natural textured image achieved by using concrete masonry units made with Lehigh White Cement. Used as interior or exterior walls, space dividers or unique exterior landscaping components, the combination of architectural concrete masonry and Lehigh White Masonry Cement expands the boundaries of architectural creativity. Integral block cavities available in concrete masonry provide a cost saving, lighter weight unit and offer a higher capacity for energy efficient thermal insulation, fire resistance and noise control. This unique combination of properties allows the designer to create a beautiful, multi-functional building system with high economic value.
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While the planning of a large educational complex involves many of the approaches introduced above — corridor, double corridor, cluster, and block — the campus type plan focuses on the creation of exterior spaces. The buildings that constitute the campus type are often straightforward, and the emphasis is on the relationship between the buildings rather than the buildings themselves. Although this emphasis on outdoor spaces closely resembles the kinds of plan making found in courtyard schemes, the scale of planning distinguishes the campus type from the courtyard type.

In a sense, the campus plan is a large courtyard type; it consists of several buildings around a series of courtyards. The Perry Community typifies the campus plan: four groups of buildings with courtyards cluster around the river, each providing for different uses. The high school and physical education center stand on one side of the river. A bridge spans the river and connects them to the middle school and grade school on the other side.

Organizing campus type schools can prove difficult since they involve such large areas. As tradition (since Jefferson) would have it, many campus designs use classical models of organization. The Pleasanton campus constructs a central green with formal walks in the form of two aisles, with the amphitheater and library flanking the central court. Squarely within the French Renaissance planning tradition, Desert View Elementary School and Capital High School use a classicized vocabulary and axial plan-making on a would-be grand scale. The resulting schools succeed in constructing powerful diagrams implying the exertion of their order over the surrounding terrain.

In contrast to these classical strategies, a few of the projects included here attempt non-classical arrangements. In the Perry Community, the three schools are skillfully constructed with similar elements to form a series of courtyards, while each establishes a separate organizational identity. From the elementary school to the high school, the building groups grow in size and complexity. The elementary encloses two small rectangular courtyards. The middle school forms an L-shaped court between the classroom wing and the shared activities. The high school, rotated 180 degrees from the middle school forms a larger L between the classroom wing and the theater. Long corridors align the groups and cement the composition. Similarly, Centennial High School constructs irregular courtyards, using space frames to cover the part of courts between buildings, protecting and defining the areas below.
An adaptation of the campus plan, this 2000-student school adopts colonnades and space frame canopies to provide shady areas usable in Arizona's milder seasons. Organized to respect the scale of the surrounding neighborhoods, lower-scale classrooms screen the larger-scale gymnasium, auditorium, and library/media center. The facility comprises six main buildings, with the shaded and landscaped courtyards serving as nodes for pedestrian activity. Low maintenance native plants were used for erosion control and water conservation on the grounds. To relieve increasing operating costs, alternative energy-saving devices were incorporated in the central plant, including an ice thermal storage facility capable of making 2700 ton hours of ice in order to offset peak cooling demand periods.
Lynwood High School is a very large complex of buildings accommodating over 3,300 students on a site of 300,000 square feet. The campus's several structures each house a distinct activity. A tall archway at the entrance marks the beginning of a mall that bisects the campus. Flanking the archway is a colonnade that fronts a large plaza surrounded by the arts building, the gymnasium, and the administration/library buildings. The latter two are divided by a skylit arcade leading to a commons and an amphitheater. To the south of the commons are the academic classroom buildings (shown here), five simple clusters under a common roof. Each cluster consists of two rows of rooms divided by a common party wall, with utilities located at one end. The classrooms open directly to the outside, onto an exterior balcony wrapping the building to provide minimal protection from sun and rain. The complex surrounds two atriums which contain stairs with semicircular landings.
The Perry Community Education Village occupies a 160-acre site outside of Cleveland. The nearly 700,000-square-foot complex includes four large building clusters housing an elementary school, a middle school, a high school and a community fitness center with an adjacent stadium. Each of the schools is a self-sufficient facility, each a variation on the planning strategy governing the project. The architects devised an inventory of repeatable forms which correspond to different programmatic categories, such as instruction, assembly, and fine arts. This "kit of parts" was then adapted to meet the specific needs of each building. Each school is composed of classroom blocks divided by courtyards, assembly, and support areas, and a curvilinear arts pavilion which protrudes from one corner. Each classroom wing consists of a clerestoried, double-loaded corridor flanked on either side by a zone of utilities and storage.
Occupying former agricultural land, Peggy Heller Elementary spearheads a new subdivision in Atwater, California. Like many of the projects exhibited here, this plan separates the special functions and assembly spaces from the regular fabric of classrooms. Linked by a continuous outdoor colonnade, the classroom blocks line a series of courtyards in which the administrative building, library, and multipurpose room stand as freestanding pavilions. The architects treat these pavilions as monuments within a scheme modeled in plan and image on the principles of a Renaissance ideal city. The major courtyard widens toward an outdoor stage in front of the assembly room to the east and hinges at the west end on an open-air “tempietto” which serves as a place for story-telling. The administration building, open through the center, is a vaulted, neoclassical gatehouse. The upper grade courtyard centers on an octagonal library, “whose shape, in the form of a baptistery,” according to the architects, “symbolizes the font of knowledge”. 
As with their Bay Farm Island School, illustrated previously, Deems Lewis McKinley here take advantage of the warm Southern California climate to create a village of independent structures linked only by outdoor circulation. The resulting plan, an open, 27-acre campus of some 16 buildings, appears more like a college than a middle school. At the center is a large public green cut by diagonal walkways, and spread throughout the campus are a variety of more casual gathering places. The campus collects around a central bar of shared facilities on a north/south axis which includes the main green. A series of transverse axes attach the peripheral buildings to two covered walkways flanking the central spine. These cross axes divide the campus into three types of activity. At the south end, several classroom buildings gather around the library and gallery to form a quiet zone for study. At the center, a cross axis provides a formal entrance to the campus, and a public building forms a high-activity area as an interface with the community.
Ashtabula Senior High combines visionary aspirations with a remarkably simple plan diagram. The program is divided into four types of activities which occupy the quadrants of a monumental square. The four corners represent academics, athletics, performing arts, and industrial arts. A wide, continuously glazed, cruciform mall, conceived as a boulevard, provides both circulation and a setting for social gatherings. A smaller, secondary corridor rings the plan at its perimeter, serving the smaller spaces outside the mall. The promenade and inflated structural features create a theatrical atmosphere. Space frames, a large circular skylight, and gigantic exposed trusses perched high in the air look like a Constructivist stage set. "A new vocabulary of spaces" seeks to resist the traditional sense of closure in schools and to stimulate the creative thought of the students, expressing the architects' sentiment that "it is our imagination, rather than our technology, that allows us to anticipate change and to channel our intellectual resources in positive directions."
Capital High School is an imposing complex in the middle of the New Mexican desert. The composition of the plan recalls the French Beaux-Arts, connecting a series of pavilions and garden courtyards along a contextually derived axis. The major part of the building follows the line of a gorge that cuts into the landscape to the northwest. The gymnasium and the approach drive delineate a second axis, corresponding to the athletic fields, which are oriented north/south. Classrooms and special facilities, including laboratories and a theater, project from a central spine of shared facilities: administration, library, and cafeteria. Every section of the building overlooks one of the courtyards, encircled by either enclosed corridors or outdoor colonnades. The arrangement creates logical and convenient spaces; they get plenty of natural light. On top of the three entrance lobbies in the academic wing, theater, and gym are lanterned towers. These structures anchor the complex and establish a compelling profile.
In Desert View Elementary, the organization of the school and its relation to the larger community overtly resemble 18th-Century French visionary town plans, while the materials and imagery of the building reflect the vernacular architecture of the Southwest. A circular drive and rock wall enclose the 25-acre campus physically and symbolically, shutting out the untrammeled terrain from the structured landscape within. The building consists of two classroom blocks of equal size, divided by courtyards and shared facilities. A tree-lined plaza leads to an outdoor entry court between the administrative offices and the library. A tall lobby tower forms the heart of the campus. Beyond, two large, virtually identical pavilions provide for dining and assembly. The entry tower connects with a clerestoried corridor that runs north and south to link the classroom hallways, forming an H. The overall composition is a highly rational, uncompromising diagram that successfully breaks down the program into a hierarchy of discrete spaces.
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**ACCESS BY DESIGN**

Solve Building Access Problems in style with the Garaventa Stair-Lift

When your project calls for breaking the access barrier, specify Garaventa:
- Proven safe and reliable in over 2,500 installations
- Meets or exceeds ANSI A17.1 and CSA B355 codes
- Customized to fit virtually any stairway configuration
- Innovative design - your choice of colors and finishes
- Inexpensive compared with conventional vertical elevators

**Garaventa**
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(604) 594-0422
(800) 663-6556
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